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Abstract 
In this paper, we proposed a calculation formula in order to make a correlation analysis tool of the data of the 
regional groundwater level and rainfall, which were measured and collected. We developed the tool as a web-based 
analysis tool to manage effectively each regional groundwater level data on the web. We described how to 
implement the web analysis tool to make Jeju Island groundwater more efficient and scientific management. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1.Introduction 
In order to enhance the international competitiveness of water industry with high potential and bring a 
big growth by creating new fields, it is required to make Jeju water industry systematic and advanced 
through the convergence of the related science and technology. In this paper, we made research on the 
convergence of water industry and IT in the field of Jeju water industry. In particular, the island is very 
important in groundwater and related products by industry, the relationship of the Jeju Regional analysis 
of precipitation and groundwater management, advanced information technology and fusion research has 
been carried out efficiently[1][2][3][4].
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2.Correlation between groundwater level and precipitation 
TABLE I Type Size for Papersaverage rainfall for the correlation between total water 
G
Water from the reaction of the Regions based on regional groundwater demand by helping them 
understand the calculation formula is developed by a computer program. In addition, rising rates of 
groundwater due to rainfall and groundwater level in the absence of precipitation falling saving rate 
calculation formula developed by a computer program to analyze it as a way to calculate the formula 
based on the obtained results, the groundwater level fluctuations due to the groundwater effectively to 
identify the status of data management techniques have been studied.  Here's the correlation between 
rainfall and groundwater level data analysis are contents.  
3.Analysis TOOL 
3.1.Nature of data collected 
Relationships derived from analysis tools to develop analytical tools based on requirements analysis 
tool was selected for the programming language. Then, the analytical tools required by the algorithm, 
user interface, data management techniques and use them to design and implement analysis tools. Finally, 
for analytical tools developed through a process of full validation test (Verification) were performed. 
We develop in the MS Windows7 MS Excel, Access, Notepad, and implement in the Apache server, 
PHP, MYSQL was. The figure below shows the structure built in the database. 
TABLE II infoloc table 
Field Kind Description 
no int(5) primary key 
cityname_en varchar(20) 
English Name 
measuring point 
direction varchar(20) 
Location of 
measurement 
cityname_ko varchar(20) 
Korean Name 
measuring point 
x text 
The x coordinate 
of a crisis 
y text 
The y coordinate 
of a crisis 
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Fig.1. structure of the database 
1) infoloc table 
Hangul and English names of measurement points allows you matching names. Search for the page 
displayed on the map mark x, y coordinate information is contained. 
2) loc precipitation table 
Side and the entire average rainfall for the four corners represent the information. 
TABLE III loc precipitation table 
Field Kind Description 
no int(11) Primary key 
date date Date 
east double The average rainfall in the eastern Jeju 
west double The average rainfall in the west of Jeju 
south double The average rainfall in southern Jeju
north double The average rainfall in northern Jeju
total double Global average precipitation in Jeju 
3) water level table 
January 1, 2001 ~ July 2009 until 31 points were the groundwater level information indicates. 
TABLE IV  water level table 
Field Kind Description 
no int(5) Primary key 
date date Date 
JDgandeurak double Branch level 
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NMhangyeong double Branch level 
4) base level table 
Branch represents the base level water level measurements. 
3.2.Web analytics tool 
Select a location on a map, and precipitation and water levels can be found is a program. 
Period, precipitation - the water level by setting a range searching can be more meaningful. 
TABLE V base level table 
Field Kind Description 
no int(5) Primary key 
cityname varchar(20) 
English Name 
measuring point 
baselevel double Branch level 
Viewed from the first map to the right to select the desired area. Maps of the data collected point by 
clicking the desired area is marked red shift, a black marker selection is activated. Can select multiple 
areas.
G
-click!->
Fig.2. Search Page - Select from map 
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Seeks the area on a map, you may prefer to select the blue bar above the 'list' to choose a simple click 
you can choose from a list of the desired area. 
G
Fig.3. Search Page - Choose from list 
Once you have selected the desired area of inquiry to look at the right time and the rainfall, the water 
level is set for a range. The start and end time for me to set up. Khan, a small calendar when you select 
input is active, you can specify a date. 2009/07/31 2001/01/01 Within period you can choose from. 
G
Fig.4. set the time period you want to search 
Regional rainfall and water levels, respectively 0-300, 0-100 using the slider 42 can specify a range. 
1) Data Processing 
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Fig.5. ER Diagram 
First, infoloc the name of each branch (cityname_ko) get the screen (display) on the show. Second, 
users can search from the start date and (startdate), Search end date (enddate), search for points (scity) is 
sent to search the input received. 
2) search 
Fig.6. database relationships 
Second, display request received from a search using the required data is processed. Search on the 
start date and end date display gets $ start date, $ end date is stored in a "SELECT * FROM info loc 
WHERE city name_ IN branch," Query by station point of each level by dividing each array $ info 
['north' ], $ info ['south'], $ info ['east'], $ info ['west'] to save it.  
Third, read the data coming each condition is satisfied with the search data. "SELECT date, branch 
FROM water level WHERE search term" scope of the search query using search term data and the level 
of "SELECT defense, total, date FROM loc precipitation WHERE search term" query using the search 
terms in the local precipitation and total precipitation Search for an average.
Fourth, the search results are displayed on the screen. Precipitation data were loaded on the user-
defined range of only those materials are highlighted in red.  
Fig.7. Run the screen 
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4.Conclusion 
In this paper, we examined how the level by regional groundwater, which was measured and collected, 
depends on the regional rainfall, made the calculation formula, and developed a web-based tool. In 
addition, the tool was developed to calculate the formula from the data obtained, based on the 
groundwater level fluctuations due to the groundwater, which state effectively to identify the data 
management techniques to make island groundwater more efficient and scientific management . 
For further study, based on the research of data analysis and data management techniques, a visual 
approach, which is a dynamic factor required for the efficient management will be studied  in the future.  
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